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Abstract 
We prove that if X is a paracompact monotonically normal space, and Y has a 
point-countable base, then XX Y is meta-LindelSf. It follows from results of Alster and 
Lawrence that, assuming b > wl, if X is a Lindelbf monotonically normal space and ww is 
the space of irrationals, then XX o” is Lindelijf. 
We also consider the following problem: Are there in ZFC Lindelijf spaces X and Y 
such that every uncountable subset of X x Y has a condensation point, but XX Y is not 
LindelGf? 
We show that there are examples of such X and Y assuming c > wl, and it is consistent 
that there are examples with X and Y hereditarily Lindelijf. We prove (in ZFC) that there 
are no examples where X is a LindelGf GO-space and Y is hereditarily Lindeliif. 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 54B10, 54D20, 54F05 
0. Introduction 
The main purpose of this paper is to present some results having their roots in 
the following now classical problem of Michael [13]: 
Question. Is there, in ZFC, a Lindelijf space whose product with the irrationals is 
not LindelGf? 
Assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), Michael had constructed a coun- 
terexample, which happens to be a GO-space (i.e., homeomorphic to a subspace of 
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an ordered space.. . , “GO” stands for “generalized ordered”). It was observed by 
van Douwen [17] that Michael’s space exists under the weaker assumption 6 = wi, 
b being the least cardinal of a < *-unbounded family in o”, where f < *g if 
f(n) <g(n) for all but finitely many n E o. 
In light of Michael’s example, it is natural to consider if there could be a ZFC 
example which is a GO-space. We show that there is not; more precisely, we show 
that assuming 6 > wi, no example can be monotonically normal (a property that all 
GO-spaces have). This follows from the following two results, the second one new 
even in the case where X is a Lindelijf ordered space and Y is 0”‘. 
Theorem 0.1 111. Assuming 6 > wl, if X is Lindeliif and XX w” is meta-Lindeliif, 
then X X w” is Lindeltif. 
Theorem 0.2. If X is a paracompact monotonically normal space, and Y has a 
point-countable base, then X X Y is meta-Lindeliif. 
Corollary 0.3. Assuming b > wi, if X tk any Lindeliif monotonically normal space, 
then X X ww is Lindelof. 
Theorem 0.1 is stated in [l] under the assumption MA + 7 CH, but the proof 
uses only b > oi; it also follows from results in [ll]. The assumption on Y in 
Theorem 0.2 cannot be weakened to, e.g., hereditarily meta-Lindeliif, because the 
Sorgenfrey line is a hereditarily Lindeliif GO-space whose square is not meta-lin- 
delof. The assumption on X can be weakened to meta-Lindeliif, but this is not a 
true generalization because meta-Lindeliif monotonically normal spaces are para- 
compact [31. 
If X is Michael’s example under CH (or b = wi), then XX w” is not Lindeliif 
because XX w” contains an uncountable closed discrete subset; indeed, many 
examples in the literature of the failure of the Lindelof property in products are of 
this nature. However, Alster [l] and Lawrence [ll] showed that, under b > wi, a 
counterexample to Michael’s question must be different. 
Theorem 0.4 [l,ll]. (6 > wi) Zf X is Lindellif, then every uncountable subset of 
XX o” has a condensation point (i.e., a point every neighborhood of which contains 
uncountably many members of the set>. 
So it may be of interest to consider when 
X X Y is Lindeliif 
is (or is not) equivalent to 
(*) 
every uncountable subset of X X Y has a condensation point 
for Lindelof spaces X and Y. 
(* *) 
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Note that ( * * > is equivalent to 
every open cover of X X Y of cardinality W, has a countable subcover. 
( 1 *** 
Thus, assuming CH, conditions ( * > and ( * * ) are equivalent if either X or Y is 
hereditarily Lindelof, because of the following result of de Groot: 
Theorem 0.5 [4]. Zf X is a hereditarily Lindeliif T,-space, then I X I < 2”. 
In [l], Alster constructs a counterexample to Michael’s question under MA + 
TCH, which implies b > wr. Thus by Theorem 0.4, if X is Alster’s example and 
Y = ww, then XX Y satisfies ( * * ) but not ( * 1. We show that there is no such 
example if X is a Lindeliif GO-space: 
Theorem 0.6. Zf X is a Lindeliif GO-space, and either 
(i) Y is hereditarily Lindeliif; 
(ii> Y X Z is Lindellif for every hereditarily Lindel6f space Z; or 
(iii) Y is Lindel6f and CH hol& 
then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X X Y is Lindeliif; 
(b) every uncountable subset of X x Y has a condensation point. 
We also show: 
Example 0.7. Assuming 7 CH, there is a Lindeliif space X and a separable metric 
space Y such that XX Y satisfies ( * * > but not ( * 1. 
Example 0.8. There are consistent examples of hereditarily Lindelof spaces X and 
Y satisfying ( * * ) but not ( * >. 
However, we do not know the answer to the following question: 
Problem. Do there exist in ZFC Lindelof spaces X and Y such that X x Y satisfies 
( * * 1 but not ( * > (i.e., every uncountable subset of XX Y has a condensation 
point, but XX Y is not Lindeliif)? 
We should point out that there is a ZFC example due to Przymusinski [15] of 
Lindelof spaces X and Y such that XX Y is not Lindelof, but every uncountable 
subset of XX Y has a limit point. We should also point out that, by the 
equivalence of ( * * ) and ( * * * ), any ZFC counterexample to the above problem 
would under CH be an example of Lindelijf spaces X and Y such that XX Y is 
not c-Lindelof, i.e., there exists an open cover of XX Y with no subcover of 
cardinal&y < c. Essentially the only known examples of such X and Y are 
consistent-with-CH examples due to Shelah [161, Velleman [191, and Gorelic [6]. 
But in these examples XX Y contains an uncountable closed discrete set. 
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After hearing of our problem above, Tall asked if there could even be Lindelof 
spaces X and Y such that XX Y is not Lindelof, but every subset of XX Y of 
uncountable regular cardinality has a complete accumulation point (equivalently, 
XX Y is linearly Lindelof, i.e., every increasing open cover has a countable 
subcover). We do not know even a consistent counterexample to this question. 
Finally, we present one more example related to Michael’s question: 
Example 0.9. (b = w,) There is a homogeneous Lindeliif space X such that XX w” 
is not Lindelof. 
Example 0.9 was observed independently by R. Levy, and answers a question in 
[Ill. 
All spaces are assumed to be regular and Ti. 
1. Proof of Theorem 0.2 
Let X be a paracompact monotonically normal space, and let Y have a 
point-countable base. We need to prove that every open cover of XX Y has a 
point-countable open refinement. 
We do not need to know the definition of monotonically normal spaces. We 
only need to know that any subspace of a monotonically normal space is monotoni- 
cally normal, [9], that monotonically normal spaces are hereditarily collectionwise 
normal [9], and the following important result of Balogh and Rudin: 
Theorem 1.1 [3]. Let 2?/ be an open cover of a monotonically normal space X. Then 
%! has a a-disjoint partial open refinement y (i.e., V is not assumed to cover X) 
such that X\ U V is the union of a discrete collection of closed subspaces, each 
homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal (the cardinal 
may vary with the subspace). 
In view of Theorem 1.1, it may not be surprising that much of the work of the 
proof is contained in the following key lemma: 
Lemma 1.2. Let S be a set of ordinals with the order topology, and suppose S is a 
relatively closed subspace of an open subset U of a paracompact monotonically 
normal space X. Let Z be a space with a point-countable base, and let d be an open 
cover of X X Z such that, for each (Y E S, there is a neighbourhood N, of a! such 
that N, X Z is contained in some member of 8. Then there is a point-countable open 
partial refinement 9 of d such that 9 covers S X Z. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on K = sup S. 
Case 1: K E S. 
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Let N, be an open neighborhood of K such that N, X 2 is contained in some 
member of 8. By the induction hypothesis, there is a point-countable open partial 
refinement 9’ of d such that 9’ covers (S\N,) X Z. Then we can take 9 =9’ U 
W, x Zl. 
Case 2: S is not stationary in K. 
Let C be closed unbounded in K such that C n S = ti. Let {Ci: i E Z} be the 
convex components of K\C, and let Si = Ci n S. Then {Si: i E Z} is a discrete (in 
U) collection of closed and bounded subsets of S. Since U is collectionwise 
normal, there is a disjoint collection (Ui: i E Z} of open sets such that Si c Ui for 
each i E I. There are point-countable open partial refinements pi of d covering 
Sj x Z; we may assume lJ yj c U, X Z. Then 9 = lJ{9,: i E Z} works. 
Case 3: cf(S) = w. 
Let (Y,, n <w, be an increasing sequence of ordinals cofinal in K. Then 
ID, (~~1 n 3 u ([(.u, + 1, (Y,+~ ] nS: n E w} is a closed discrete (in U) partition of S. 
Complete the proof as in Case 2. 
Case 4: cf(K) > w and S is stationary in K. 
It is well known that S, being a stationary subset of an ordinal of uncountable 
cofinality, is not paracompact. The standard argument shows that in fact there is 
no locally finite open cover of S by bounded subsets (see, e.g., [5, Problem 
5.2.22(f)]). Since X is paracompact, it follows that there is a point p EX each 
neighborhood of which contains a cofinal subset of S. Let N be an arbitrary 
neighborhood of p. As X is regular, int(N) n S contains a closed cofinal subset of 
S. Any two closed unbounded subsets of S meet, so X\int(N) is bounded. Thus 
we have established that every neighborhood of p contains a final segment of S. 
Let ?? be a point-countable base for Z. For each G E .!?‘, choose if possible an 
open neighborhood Q(G) of p such that Q(G) x G is contained in some member 
of 6. (Note that the G for which Q(G) is defined cover Z.) Let 9(G) be a 
point-countable open partial refinement of U covering (S\Q(G)) x G and con- 
tained in U x G. Then it is straightforward to check that 
9= U{S(G)U{Q(G)XG}:GEYY,Q(G’) defined} 
is a point-countable open partial refinement of 8. To see that it covers S x Z, let 
(a, y) E S X Z. As (p, y) is contained in some member of d, there is some G E 55’ 
containing y such that Q(G) is defined. Then either (a, y) E Q(G) x G or 
(a, y) E U 9’(G). q 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let d be an open cover of XX Y, and let 9 be a 
point-countable base for Y. For each B ~9, let 
~(B)={U:~#U~X,Uopen,U~B~0forsome0~6’}, 
and let U(B) = U Z/(B). Let B(B) = {O f7 (U(B) X B): 0 E 8). 
Claim 1. For each B EL&‘, there is a point-countable open refinement 9’(B) of B(B). 
Note that, once the claim has been proved, we are done because 9 = 
U (9( B): B EL%‘) is a point-countable open refinement of @. 
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To prove the claim, first apply the Balogh-Rudin theorem to U(g) to obtain a 
a-disjoint partial open refinement y of ‘?&I) such that U(B)\ IJ y is the union 
of a closed discrete (in U(B)) collection {S,: (Y < A} of copies of stationary subsets 
of regular uncountable cardinals. Let {U,: (Y < A) be a disjoint collection of open 
subsets of U(B) with S, c U, for each Q. Apply Lemma 1.2 with S = S,, U = U,, 
d = b(B), and Z = B to obtain a point-countable partial open refinement Pa of 
d(B) covering S, x B. We may assume U Pa c U, X B. Then 
~(B)={VXB:VE"~)U(U{~~:~EA}) 
is the desired point-countable open refinement of B(B). 0 
2. Proof of Theorem 0.6 
Let X be a Lindeliif GO-space with ordering < , let Y be Lindelof, and 
assume condition (8, (ii), or (iii) of Theorem 0.6 holds. Since the other direction is 
clear, we shall assume that every uncountable subset of X X Y has a condensation 
point, and prove that X X Y is Lindeliif. Let % be an open cover of XX Y. Call 
Z CX X Y countably covered if some countable subcollection of %! covers Z. For 
every x E X, put 
V(x)=U{(a,b):a<x<band(a,b)xYiscountablycovered). 
Fact 2.1. For any x, x’ EX, either V(x) = V(x’> or V(x) r7 I/(x’> = @. 
Proof. Clear. 0 
Fact 2.2. Each V(x) X Y is countubly covered. 
Proof. Suppose V(x) x Y is not countably covered. Without loss of generality 
V’(x) X Y is not countably covered, where V’(x) = {y E V(x): y 2x1. Then the 
cofinality, cf(V+(x)), of V’(x) is uncountable. As X is Lindelof, there is a limit 
point z E (x, m)\V+(x). There are z, <z and open sets W, in Y, 12 < o, such that 
each (zn, z> X W, is contained in a member of % and Y = U n < ,W,. Let z’ < z 
such that each z, < z’. Then [z', z> X Y is countably covered, as is (x, z’) X Y, so 
(x, z) X Y = V’(x) X Y is too, contradiction. 0 
The above proof also shows: 
Fact 2.3. If the cofinulity of (- 03, x) (respectively, the coinitiulity of (x, ~1) is 
uncountuble, then there is a pointy <x (respectively, y > x> such that V(y) 3 (Y, x> 
(respectively, V(y) 3 (x, y)>. 
Let F =X\ U(V(x>: x EX). 
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Fact 2.4. Zf F X Y is countably covered, so is X X Y. 
Proof. Let “7 be a countable subset of ?J covering F x Y. If XX Y is not 
countably covered, then there are uncountably many V(x) x Y not covered by 7. 
Thus there is a subset A = {(x,, y,): (Y < wi) of XX Y\ U 7 such that I/(x,) # 
V(x,> if (Y #p. Let (x, y) be a condensation point of A. Then (x, y) # lJ 7, 
hence x E F. Then (x, y> E V(x) X Y and V(x) X Y meets at most one point of A, 
contradiction. 0 
Thus our remaining task is to show that F X Y is countably covered. 
Fact 2.5. The subspace F is first-countable. 
Proof. This follows easily from Fact. 2.3. 0 
Now if CH holds, then I F 1 G w1 by Arhangel’skii’s theorem [2] and so the 
proof of case (iii) is finished. 
For cases (9 and (ii>, we need the following fact: 
Fact 2.6. Zf Z is a separable closed subspace of F, then Z x Y is countably covered. 
Proof. Since Z is a separable GO-space, Z is hereditarily Lindelijf [12]. Thus 
Z x Y is countably covered in case (ii). 
Consider case (i), i.e., Y is hereditarily Lindelof. Let D be a countable dense 
subset of 2. For d <d’ ED, let VCd, d’) be the maximal open subset V of Y such 
that (d, d’) x I/ is countably covered (such a maximal open set exists by the 
hereditarily Lindelijf property of Y>. Let 7(d, d’) be a countable subset of % 
covering Cd, d’) X I/(d, d’), and let y= U{Y(d, d’): d <d’ ED}. 
We claim that %sr covers all but countably many vertical sections {z} x Y, z E Z. 
Suppose not. Then there are points (z,, y,) E Z X Y\ U %‘“, (Y < oi, such that 
(Y # p implies z, Z zp. Let (z, y) be a condensation point of {z,, y,): (Y < w,}, and 
let (z, y) E Z X WC U E 2, where W is open in Y and Z is open in Z. From the 
facts that D n Z is a countable dense subset of Z and z is a limit point of 
{z,: y, E WI, it follows that there are d < d’ ED such that (d, d’) c Z and (z,, y,) 
E Cd, d’) X W for some (Y. Thus (z,, y,) E U V(d, d’), contradiction. This proves 
the claim; it follows that Z x Y is countably covered. 0 
We now complete the proof that F X Y is countably covered. Suppose not. 
Inductively define countable subsets %a of %! and points (x,, y,> E F X Y, (Y < ol, 
as follows. Let go = fl and let x0 E F be arbitrary. At stage (Y, let F, = cl{xa: p < a) 
and let %a be a countable subset of % covering F, x Y. Choose (x,, y,) E F X Y\ 
U(U{%$: p (cu)). Let (x, y> be a condensation point of the (xa, y,). Since F is 
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first-countable, x E F, for some (Y. Thus (x, y) is a member of some U E ?z,. But 
U must contain some (x,, yr) with y > (Y, contradicting (x,, y,,> P U PZa. 0 
3. An example from -tCH 
Example 3.1. There is a Lindelijf space X and a separable metric space Y such 
that X X Y is not Lindeliif but every uncountable subset of XX Y has a condensa- 
tion point. 
Proof. Recall that a subset A of the real line R is a Bernstein set if A and R\A 
meet every uncountable closed subset of R. 
Fact 3.2. There is a collection JZ? of c-many disjoint Bernstein sets such that, for each 
A E .G?, A x A meets each closed subset C of the plane which is not contained in the 
union of countably many horizontal and vertical lines. 
Proof. Write c as the union of disjoint sets W,, (Y < c, where each W, has 
cardinality c. Let {C,: (Y < cl index all closed subsets C of the plane not contained 
in the union of countably many horizontal and vertical lines, in such a way that for 
each C and (Y < c, C = C, for some p E W,. At stage (Y < c, choose a point 
(x,(a>, x,((Y)> E C, such that xi(~) P {x&/3): p < (Y, i < 2); this is possible because 
by results in [14] any closed set C which is not contained in the union of countably 
many horizontal and vertical lines contains c-many points that are disjoint as 
unordered pairs. 
Let A, = (~~(6): 6 E W,, i < 2). It is easy to check that ti = {A,: (Y < c) has the 
desired properties. 0 
Since we are assuming TCH, there is a collection & = {A,: (Y Q w2) of disjoint 
Bernstein sets satisfying the condition of Fact 3.2. Let Y = U{A,: (Y < w2) with the 
Euclidean topology, and let X= lJ M with the topology T generated by sets of the 
form U n (U{A,: p < 6 G a)), where U is Euclidean open and p < LY Q wz. We 
claim that X and Y satisfy the desired properties. 
Fact 3.3. If a Q o2 and cf(cr) > w, then every r-open set 0 containing A, contains 
lJ{A,: @<S<(Y) forsome p<a. 
Proof. Since A, is LindelBf, there is countable collection {U, n (U{A,: P,, < S < 
a))) of basic open sets which cover A, and are contained in 0. Let U = U ,, < ,U,. 
Since A, is Bernstein, R \ U is countable. As cf(a) > w, we can choose /3 < (Y such 
thatp>sup(P,:n<w}and A8cUwheneverp<69a.Then01U{A,:P<S 
G(Y). 0 
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Fact 3.4. The subspace U (AB: p < a} of X is LindelGf for each (Y < w2; in particular, 
X is Lindeliif. 
Proof. By induction. Suppose true for all a’ < (Y. If cf(cz) G w we are easily done, so 
assume cf(a) > o. Then Fact 3.4 follows from Fact 3.3 and the fact that A, is 
Lindelof. q 
Fact 3.5. X x Y is not Lindeltif. 
Proof. The subspace ((y, y): y E Y} is clearly not Lindelof. 0 
The next fact will finish the proof of the example. 
Fact 3.6. Every uncountable subset of X X Y has a condensation point. 
Proof. Let E be an uncountable subset of XX Y. We may suppose that E n (A, 
x Y) and E n (XX {y)) are countable for each (Y < wz and each y E Y (since 
A, x Y and X X {y) are Lindeliif). Thus, by passing to an uncountable subset if 
necessary, we may assume E = {(x,, y,>: (Y E IV) for some subset W of w2 of 
order type wi, where x, EA, for cy E W and y, f y, if (Y # p E W. Note that no 
uncountable subset of E is contained in the union of countably many horizontal 
and vertical lines. 
Let 6 = sup W, and suppose there is no condensation point of E in A, X Y. 
Note that if x EA* and (x, y> is not a condensation point of E, then (x, y) is not 
a limit point of E. It follows that there is a cover {(U, n (U{A,: 6, < /3 G 6))) x 
V,: n < 01 of A, x Y by basic open sets missing E. Let 6’ = sup{6,: n < W) + 1. 
Then {U, X V,: n < w} is a cover of A, X Y by Euclidean open sets missing 
E’ = {(x,, y,): LY E W\6’}. But by Fact 3.2, A, X Y must meet the closure of E’, so 
we have a contradiction. 0 
4. The hereditarily Lindeliif example 
Example 4.1. It is consistent with ZFC that there is a hereditarily LindelSf space 2 
such that 2’ is not Lindelof, but every uncountable subset of Z2 has a condensa- 
tion point. 
Proof. We will define hereditarily Lindelof spaces X and X *, and let Z be the 
direct sum of X and X *. X * will be a certain modification of X. Forcing 
notation follows Kunen’s book [lo]. 
Let A4 denote the ground model. Let the poset P be Fn(o, x w2, 21, i.e., the 
set of all finite partial functions from w2 X w2 into 2 ordered by extension. (So, this 
forcing is equivalent o adding w2 Cohen reals.) Let G be a P-generic filter. Then 
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in M[G], U G is a function from w2 x w2 into 2. For each (Y < w2, let x, be the 
function from w2 into 2 defined by x,(p) = U G(a, p). Let X = (n,: cx < w] c 2‘9. 
If (Y < w2 is a limit ordinal and n < w, let x,*+,(p) = 1 -xU+&3) if /3 < (Y, and 
let x,*+,(/3> =x,+,(p) otherwise. Let X * = {x,* : a < co,). 
We claim that the direct sum 2 = X @ X * has the desired properties (in M[G]). 
Readers familiar with Hajnal and Juhasz’s HFC’s [7,8] will probably see immedi- 
ately that X and X * are HFC’s and hence are hereditarily Lindeliif. For the sake 
of completeness, we give a proof of this fact below (Fact 4..5), after establishing 
some lemmas that we will also need for other purposes. 
For u, T E Fn(w,, 2), let [a] denote the basic clopen set (x E 2O2: u CX}, and 
let (T I r mean that cr and r are incompatible (i.e., for some (Y E dom u n dom 7, 
UC(Y) z 7((Y)). 
Fact 4.2. X X X * , and hence Z*, is not Lindelif. 
Proof. Let A = ((x,, x;): (Y < w2}. Fact 4.2 follows if we show that every point of 
XXX * has a neighborhood meeting at most wi points of A. 
Let (Y’ be the largest limit ordinal <EY. Note that if p <a’ then x* and x,* 
disagree at p. Thus if e =x,(a), and u E Fn(w,, 2) is the function with domain (a] 
and value e at (Y, then (x,, x,* 1 E [al, but (x8, xi) E [al if 6 > (Y. So every point 
of A has a neighborhood which meets at most wi other points of A. 
Now consider (x,, x,t> E (XXX*)\A (i.e., y Z 6). For n E o, let 
D”= {PEP: 3, j>n (i, jE@, p(y, i) =p(6, i), 
and P(Y, j) #~(a, i))). 
Each D,, is dense, hence xy and xg are equal at infinitely many coordinates below 
W, and unequal at infinitely many coordinates. It follows that xy and xi are equal 
somewhere below w, and hence there is a neighborhood of (x7, xi> which meets 
at most finitely many members of A. (Note that this shows that A is closed in Z2.> 
q 
Fact 4.3. Let A E [w,]~ nkf. Then (x,: (Y EA) and (XL: (Y EA} are dense in 2“‘~. 
Proof. Let T E Fn(w,, 2). Let D = (a E P: 3cr EA (7 c u((Y, * >)}. Then D is dense 
in P, so G n D # 8. Thus x, E [T] for some (Y EA. This proves (x,: (Y E A] is 
dense. The proof for Ix,*: (Y E A} is similar; instead of D consider D * = (u E 
P: 3a~A (TCU((Y, a>*)}, where u((Y, .)* is to (T((Y, *) as x,* is to x,. 0 
Fact 4.4. Let (a,, r,,), <o c Fn(w,, 2) be such that a,, I u and r,, 3 T for all n, and 
suppose U = U([u,] x [T,]: n < w} i.s dense in [a] x [T]. Then there is a countable 
subset A of w2 such that if y, S @A and y # 6, then (x7, x6) E [al X [TI implies 
(x,, x,> E u, <x;, xJ) E [al X [T] implies <x;, xi> E U, and (x7, xi > E [al X [rl 
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implies ( x y, xi ) E U; the first two cases also hold when y = 6 as long as a,, is 
compatible with 7, for all n. 
Proof. There is A E [w,]” n M such that (a,, To: n < 01 E M[G f~ F&4 x w2, 211 
(see [lo, VIII.2.21). So by the factorization lemma [lo, VIII.2.11, it will suffice to 
prove Fact 4.4 in the case (a,, TV: n E w) EM (showing that in this case we may 
take A =@). 
So suppose (Pi,, rn: n < o) is in M, y, 6 E u2, and either y # 6 or a, is compati- 
ble with T, for all n. Let 
D = {PEP: p(y, .) I (+, or ~(6, .> IT, or 3n (P(Y, .) =a, 
and ~(6, -)x~~)}. 
Then it is easily checked that D is dense in P. It follows that either (x7, x,) CC [a] 
X IT] or (x,, x6) E U. To verify the rest of Fact 4.4, consider the modifications of 
D obtained by replacing p(y, * ) with p(y, * I* , etc. 0 
Fact 4.5. X and X * , and hence Z, are hereditatily Lindeliif. 
Proof. Suppose (y,: (Y < wr] is a right-separated subset of X. Let y, E [a,] such 
that yP E [cJ if p > cy. By passing to an uncountable subset if necessary, we can 
assume that a, n aP = cr whenever (Y # p. By Fact 4.4, with T,, = fl for all n, all but 
countably many y, are in U ([a,]: n E w), contradiction. Thus X is hereditarily 
Lindelof. The proof for X * is analogous. 0 
Fact 4.6. X2 and (X * I2 are hereditarily Lindeliif. 
Proof. Suppose ((x7(,), x8(,$: cy < oi] is right-separated in X2. By Fact 4.5, for 
each A < w2, A E (x,+), x6(,) ) for at most countably many cz < wr. Thus, by pass- 
ing to an uncountable subset, we may assume (xrCBj, xsCBj] I? Ix,(,), xsCaj) = fl if 
p # LY. Note that for any countable A c w2, (x,,(,~, x8(,$ nA = fl for all but count- 
ably many (Y. Now let (x7(,), xsCajl E Ia,1 X [~,l, with (x,,(~), xscp,) P [aal x [T,I if 
p > (Y, and finish the proof in the manner of Fact 4.5. 0 
Fact 4.7. Let D be countable dense in X (respectively, XXX ’ >. Then every 
uncountable subset H of X (respectively, every subset H of XXX * of the form 
Kx Y(U)' x8(,+: a < wJ with r(a) f 6(a) and (ykx), &rN n (r(P), S(P)) = fl for 
/3 # a> has a condensation point in D. 
Proof. Let U be an open set containing D. By Fact 4.3, D is dense in 2O* 
(respectively, 2”~ x 2”~). Thus it follows from Fact 4.4 that U contains all but 
countably many points of H. As D is countable, some point of D must be a 
condensation point of H. q 
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The next fact completes the proof of Example 4.1. 
Fact 4.8. Every uncountable subset of Z2 has a condensation point. 
Proof. Suppose E is an uncountable subset of Z2. By Fact 4.6, we may assume 
EnX2=g and Ef~(X*)~=fl. Since X* XX is homeomorphic to XXX*, we 
may assume E CX X X *. Let A = {(x,, x,* ): LY < 02}. 
Case 1: lEnAI GO. 
In this case, there is H= {(x,,(,), x&) ): (Y < wi} c E with y(a) # 6(a) for all (Y. 
As X and X * are hereditarily Lindelof, by passing to an uncountable subset, we 
may assume the members of H are disjoint as ordered pairs. By Fact 4.3, 
D=((x,,x,*):n,m<o)isdenseinXXX*, and by Fact 4.7, H, hence E, has a 
condensation point in D. 
Case 2. E f~ A is uncountable. 
Let ((x,, x,* ): (Y E W] c E n A, where WC w2 is uncountable. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the order type of W is wl. Let 5 = sup W. By Facts 
4.3 and 4.7, x<+~ is a condensation point of {x,: (Y E WI for some k E w. 
We claim that (x~+~, ~5;~) is a condensation point of {(x,, xi): (Y E WI. To 
see this suppose (x~+~, x;+~ ) E [a] x [a *], where u *(p) = 1 - a(P) if /3 < C, else 
(T *(p) = a@). Let 6 = max{[ n dom a}. Note that 6 < (Y < J and x, E [al implies 
x,* E [a *]. It follows that [o] x [(T *] contains uncountably many points of 
{(x,9 x,*): (YEW]. 0 
5. A homogeneous Michael space 
In this section we present the following example, which answers a question in 
[ill. Essentially the same example was noticed independently by R. Levy (unpub- 
lished). 
Example 5.1. (b = w i) There is a homogeneous LindelSf space whose product with 
ww is not Lindelof. 
Proof. Since b = oi, there is a subset of A of w“’ of cardinality wi which is 
concentrated about the rationals Q. We may assume that A = {qx + r: x ELI, q, r 
E Q, q f 0). Let X be the set of all finite nonempty sequences s of elements of 
A U Q such that, if n = dom s, then: 
(i) s(i) EA for each i < II - 1; 
(ii) s(n - 1) E Q. 
We let qS denote s(n - l), where n = dom s. 
The topology on X is generated by the basis consisting of all sets of the form 
B,(a,b)={tEX:tIn-l=sln--l,anda<t(n-l)<b} 
where SEX, n=dom s, and a, bERwith a<q,<b. 
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Fact 5.2. X is Lindekf. 
Proof. Since X is first-countable and I X I = wI, the weight of X is wi. Thus it 
suffices to prove (by the equivalence of conditions ( * * ) and ( * * * > defined in 
the introduction) that every uncountable subset S of X has a condensation point. 
By passing to an uncountable subset if necessary, we may assume that there are 
m < n < w such that, for every s # t E S: 
(i) dom s =n; 
(ii) s(i) = t(i) for all i < m; 
(iii) s(m) # t(m). 
Since A is concentrated about Q, there is a condensation point q0 E Q of 
{s(m): s E S}. Pick s E S, and define 
s*(i) = 
i 
49 if i<m, 
40 if i=m. 
Then s * is a condensation point of S. •I 
Fact 5.3. X is homogeneous. 
Proof. Choose u<~EIW\(AUQ). Then Y=((aq+r,bq+r): r~o,q~Q\ 
IO}} is a basis for Q UA with the Michael line topology consisting of homeomor- 
phic clopen intervals (by our choice of A). It is then easy to see that {B,(Z): Z E 
y, s EX) is a basis for X consisting of homeomorphic clopen sets; so X is 
homogeneous (see, e.g., [HI). q 
Fact 5.4. X x d’ is not Lindeliif. 
Proof. Let Y = {s EX: s(O) E Q or s(l) = 0). Then Y is a closed subspace of X 
homeomorphic to Q UA with the Michael line topology. So the product of ww 
with Y, hence also with X, is not Lindeliif. 0 
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